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TRACY CROSSWHITE SERIES
BOOK 4 - THE TRAPPED GIRL
"When a woman's body is discovered submerged in a crab pot in the chilly waters of Puget Sound, Detective Tracy
Crosswhite ﬁnds herself with a tough case to untangle. Before they can identify the killer, Tracy and her colleagues on
the Seattle PD's Violent Crimes Section must ﬁgure out who the victim is. Her autopsy, however, reveals she may have
gone to great lengths to conceal her identity. So who was she running from? After evidence surfaces that their Jane
Doe may be a woman who suspiciously disappeared months earlier, Tracy is once again haunted by the memory of her
sister's unsolved murder. Dredging up details from the woman's past leads to conﬂicting clues that only seem to
muddy the investigation. As Tracy begins to uncover a twisted tale of brutal betrayal and desperate greed, she'll ﬁnd
herself risking everything to confront a killer who won't go down without a deadly ﬁght." --from Amazon.

THE TRAPPED GIRL
Center Point When a woman's body is discovered submerged in a crab pot in the chilly waters of Puget Sound, Detective
Tracy Crosswhite ﬁnds herself with a tough case to untangle. Before they can identify the killer, Tracy and her
colleagues on the Seattle PD's Violent Crimes Section must ﬁgure out who the victim is. Her autopsy, however, reveals
she may have gone to great lengths to conceal her identity. So who was she running from?

HER FINAL BREATH
Center Point "Homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite has returned to the police force after the sensational retrial of her
sister's killer. Still scarred from that ordeal, Tracy is pulled into the investigation of a serial killer known as the Cowboy
who is killing young women in cheap motels in North Seattle and could be targeting her personally"--

MY SISTER'S GRAVE
TRACY CROSSWHITE SERIES
Center Point "Motivated by the opportunity to obtain real justice for her sister who disappeared twenty years ago, Tracy
became a homicide detective with the Seattle PD. When her sister's remains are ﬁnally discovered near their
hometown in the northern Cascade Mountains of Washington State, Tracy is determined to get the answers she's been
seeking"--

CLOSE TO HOME
Center Point "While investigating the hit-and-run death of a young boy, Seattle homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite is
thrown headlong into the path of a killer conspiracy and the only people she can rely on to make it out alive might be
those she can no longer trust"--

LA CHICA QUE ATRAPARON / THE TRAPPED GIRL
AmazonCrossing El cadáver de una mujer ha aparecido sumergido en una trampa para cangrejos en las gélidas aguas del
estrecho de Puget. La inspectora Tracy Crosswhite, de la Sección de Crímenes Violentos de la policía de Seattle, deberá
emplearse a fondo para averiguar, en primer lugar, quién es la víctima, pues esta, según revela la autopsia, parece
haber querido ocultar su identidad por todos los medios. ¿De quién estaba huyendo? Los indicios apuntan a que podría
tratarse de una mujer que llevaba varios meses desaparecida, pero los detalles relativos a su pasado ofrecen pruebas
contradictorias que no hacen más que enturbiar la investigación. Angustiada por los recuerdos del asesinato de su
hermana y del tiempo que estuvo sin resolver, Tracy irá desvelando una retorcida historia de brutales traiciones y
codicia desesperada que la llevará a arriesgarlo todo para hacer frente a un asesino que no tiene ninguna intención de
dejarse atrapar sin luchar a muerte.
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KAR-KRAFT
RACE CARS, PROTOTYPES AND MUSCLE CARS OF FORD'S SPECIALTY VEHICLE ACTIVITY PROGRAM
CarTech Inc The story of Kar-Kraft began, as did many others in the automotive industry, with an axe to grind. In 1963,
Ford was seriously interested in purchasing Ferrari. Ferrari was a legendary brand with considerable success in racing,
and Ford saw the acquisition as a great way to be instantly successful in the racing arena. When Enzo Ferrari realized
that Ford would not give him complete control of the racing program, he backed out of the deal late in the process.
Ford had spent millions in vetting and audits, which then set in motion a vengeful response against Ferrari. The result
was the unthinkable: Ford beat Ferrari at Le Mans. Ford wanted to become competitive quickly, but it did not have the
race history or resources in house. To remedy the situation, Ford searched the U.K. for an independent company to
help accelerate its race car development. It ﬁrst settled on Lola Cars and set up Ford Advanced Vehicles. Later, Ford
brought its LeMans eﬀort to the U.S. and the Kar-Kraft relationship was established. Although Kar-Kraft was
technically an independent company, it really only had one customer: Ford Special Vehicles. Kar-Kraft's story doesn't
begin and end with the GT 40 that took the win away from Ferrari at Le Mans. Ford expanded upon the program and
organized an all-out assault on racing in general. Cars were prepared for Trans-Am, NASCAR, NHRA, and Can-Am
competition. Street versions of the Boss 429 were assembled under its roof. And fabled prototypes including the LID
Mustang, Boss 302 Maverick, and Mach 2C were all assembled in Ford's contracted race shop. And then, out of the
blue, its doors closed for good on a cold day in 1970. History tells us that Ford won Le Mans, the Daytona 500, and the
Trans-Am championship. But it doesn't tell us how this was accomplished. Author Charlie Henry (a former Kar-Kraft
employee) has enlisted the help of many of his former co-workers to bring you the very ﬁrst book ever published on
Ford's all-encompassing special projects facility, Kar-Kraft. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}

A BOOK OF BONES
A THRILLER
Atria/Emily Bestler Books Private Investigator Charlie Parker returns in this heart-pounding thriller as he seeks revenge
against the darkest forces in the world, from “one of the best thriller writers we have” (Harlan Coben, #1 New York
Times bestselling author) and the internationally bestselling author of the acclaimed The Woman in the Woods. He is
our best hope. He is our last hope. He is our only hope. On a lonely moor in northern England, the body of a young
woman is discovered. In the south, a girl lies buried beneath a Saxon mound. To the southeast, the ruins of a priory
hide a human skull. Each is a sacriﬁce, a summons. And something in the darkness has heard the call. Charlie Parker
has also heard it and from the forests of Maine to the deserts of the Mexican border, from the canals of Amsterdam to
the streets of London, he will track those who would cast the world into darkness. Parker fears no evil—but evil fears
him. “A seamless, expansive, and chilling blend of police procedural and gothic horror tale” (Kirkus Reviews), A Book
of Bones will keep you guessing until the very last page.

THE KEEPER OF LOST CAUSES
THE FIRST DEPARTMENT Q NOVEL
Penguin Get to know the detective in charge of Copenhagen's coldest cases in the ﬁrst electrifying Department Q
mystery from New York Times bestselling author Jussi Adler-Olsen. Carl Mørck used to be one of Denmark’s best
homicide detectives. Then a hail of bullets destroyed the lives of two fellow cops, and Carl—who didn’t draw his
weapon—blames himself. So a promotion is the last thing he expects. But Department Q is a department of one, and
Carl’s got only a stack of cold cases for company. His colleagues snicker, but Carl may have the last laugh, because one
ﬁle keeps nagging at him: a liberal politician vanished ﬁve years earlier and is presumed dead. But she isn’t dead...yet.
Darkly humorous, propulsive, and atmospheric, The Keeper of Lost Causes introduces American readers to the megabestselling series fast becoming an international sensation.

THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF SAM HELL
Lake Union Publishing From #1 Wall Street Journal and New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni. Sam Hill always
saw the world through diﬀerent eyes. Born with red pupils, he was called "Devil Boy" by his classmates; "God's will" is
what his mother called his ocular albinism. Her words were of little comfort, but Sam persevered, buoyed by his
mother's devout faith, his father's practical wisdom, and his two other misﬁt friends. Sam believed it was God who sent
Ernie Cantwell, the only African American kid in his class, to be the friend he so desperately needed. And that it was
God's idea for Mickie Kennedy to storm into Our Lady of Mercy like a tornado, uprooting every rule Sam had been
taught about boys and girls. Forty years later, Sam, a small-town eye doctor, is no longer certain anything was by
design--especially not the tragedy that caused him to turn his back on his friends, his hometown, and the life he'd
always known. Running from the pain, eyes closed, served little purpose. Now, as he looks back on his life, Sam
embarks on a journey that will take him halfway around the world. This time, his eyes are wide open--bringing into
clear view what changed him, deﬁned him, and made him so afraid, until he can ﬁnally see what truly matters.

THE JURY MASTER
Popular Library NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "John Grisham, move over...A riveting tale of murder, treachery, and
skullduggery at the highest levels." - Seattle Times In a courtroom, David Sloane can grab a jury and make it dance. He
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can read jurors' expressions, feel their emotions, know their thoughts. With this remarkable ability, Sloane gets juries
to believe the unbelievable, excuse the inexcusable, and return the most astonishing verdicts. The only barrier to
Sloane's professional success is his conscience -- until he gets a call from a man later found dead, and his life rockets
out of control.

THE SILENT SISTERS
Thomas & Mercer An Amazon Charts, Washington Post, and Wall Street Journal bestselling series. In this pulse-racing
thriller by the New York Times bestselling author of The Last Agent, an American sleeper cell in Russia goes silent--and
it's one man's duty to ﬁnd them. After a harrowing escape from Russian agents on his last mission, Charles Jenkins
thinks he's ﬁnally done with the spy game. But then the ﬁnal two of the Seven Sisters--American assets who have been
deep undercover in Russia for decades--cut oﬀ all communication with their handlers. Are they in hiding after
detecting surveillance? Or have they turned and become double agents? It's Jenkins's duty to ﬁnd out, but he's been
added to a Russian kill list. It will require all of Jenkins's knowledge of spycraft--and an array of disguises--to return to
the country undetected. But plans go awry his ﬁrst night in Moscow when Jenkins gets involved in an altercation that
ends in the death of the son of one of Russia's most powerful organized crime leaders. Pursued by maﬁa henchmen,
Russian agents, and a particularly dogged Moscow police detective, Jenkins is determined to track down the ﬁnal two
Sisters and get them to America--or die trying. As various forces close in, Jenkins fears this time he might've pushed
his luck too far.

THE BODY READER
Thomas & Mercer For three years, Detective Jude Fontaine was kept from the outside world. Held in an underground cell,
her only contact was with her sadistic captor, and reading his face was her entire existence. Learning his every line,
every movement, and every ﬂicker of thought is what kept her alive. After her experience with isolation and torture,
she is left with a ﬁerce desire for justice--and a heightened ability to interpret the body language of both the living and
the dead. Despite colleagues' doubts about her mental state, she resumes her role at Homicide. Her new partner,
Detective Uriah Ashby, doesn't trust her sanity, and he has a story of his own he'd rather keep hidden. But a killer is on
the loose, murdering young women, so the detectives have no choice: they must work together to catch the madman
before he strikes again. And no one knows madmen like Jude Fontaine.

THE EIGHTH SISTER
A THRILLER
Thomas & Mercer A pulse-pounding thriller of espionage, spy games, and treachery by the New York Times bestselling
author of the Tracy Crosswhite Series. Former CIA case oﬃcer Charles Jenkins is a man at a crossroads: in his early
sixties, he has a family, a new baby on the way, and a security consulting business on the brink of bankruptcy. Then
his former bureau chief shows up at his house with a risky new assignment: travel undercover to Moscow and locate a
Russian agent believed to be killing members of a clandestine US spy cell known as the seven sisters. Desperate for
money, Jenkins agrees to the mission and heads to the Russian capital. But when he ﬁnds the mastermind agent
behind the assassinations--the so-called eighth sister--she is not who or what he was led to believe. Then again,
neither is anyone else in this deadly game of cat and mouse. Pursued by a dogged Russian intelligence oﬃcer, Jenkins
executes a daring escape across the Black Sea, only to ﬁnd himself abandoned by the agency he serves. With his
family and freedom at risk, Jenkins is in the ﬁght of his life--against his own country.

DAMAGE CONTROL
Grand Central Publishing "Dugoni centers a high-speed murder mystery around inﬁdelity and jealousy . . . the plot twists
keep the pages turning." -- Kirkus "Fast-moving...will surprise even seasoned thriller readers." -- Publishers Weekly
Attorney Dana Hill is used to managing a stressful life: she's one of the most successful lawyers at Strong & Thurmond,
mother to a young daughter, wife to a busy, self-involved man. But when she is diagnosed with breast cancer, and her
twin brother turns up beaten to death in an apparent robbery-gone-wrong in the same week, the careful balance of
Dana's life is sent into ﬂux. Agreeing with the police that this is more than just a simple botched burglary, she begins
to sift through the pieces of her brother's life, a life she thought she knew as well as her own, to ﬁnd out who would
want him dead and why. But bad things happen in threes, her mother has told her. When Dana discovers her husband
cheating, she throws herself headlong into the investigation. Delaying cancer treatment, she teams with an intuitive
detective to ﬁnd the link between a one-of-a-kind earring found in her brother's bedroom and a mysterious girlfriend
no one seems to be able to identify. But those connected to the murder are beginning to turn up dead, the evidence
trail is growing cold and someone is masquerading as a police oﬃcer, cleaning up the details as they go along.

IN SEARCH OF CAPTAIN ZERO PA
PB REPRINT
TarcherPerigee In 1996, Allan Weisbecker sold his home and his possessions, loaded his dog and surfboards into his
truck, and set oﬀ in search of his long-time surﬁng companion, Patrick, who had vanished into the depths of Central
America. In this rollicking memoir of his quest from Mexico to Costa Rica to unravel the circumstances of Patrick's
disappearance, Weisbecker intimately describes the people he befriended, the bandits he evaded, the waves he caught
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and lost en route to ﬁnding his friend. In Search of Captain Zero is, according to Outside magazine, "A subtly aﬀecting
tale of friendship and duty. [It] deserves a spot on the microbus dashboard as a hell of a cautionary tale about ﬁnding
paradise and smoking it away." In Search of Captain Zero: A Surfer's Road Trip Beyond the End of the Road is a
Booksense 76 Top Ten selection for September/October.

BODILY HARM
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni returns with his most exhilarating legal thriller to
date, a pulse-pounding story of corporate greed, espionage, and the lengths one man is willing to go for justice. Bodily
Harm opens with a big win for David Sloane and his new partner, Tom Pendergrass, in a malpractice case centered on
the death of a young child. But on the heels of this seeming victory, an unlikely character—toy designer Kyle Horgan—
comes forward to tell Sloane that he’s gotten it all wrong: Horgan’s the one who’s truly responsible for the little boy’s
death and possibly others—not the pediatrician Sloane has just proven guilty. Ordinarily, Sloane might have dismissed
such a person as a crackpot, but something about this case has always troubled him—something that he couldn’t quite
pinpoint. When Sloane tries to follow up with Horgan, he ﬁnds the man’s apartment a shambles— ransacked by
unknown perpetrators. Horgan has vanished without a trace. Together with his longtime investigative partner Charles
Jenkins, Sloane reexamines his clients’ son’s death and digs deeper into Horgan’s claims, forcing him to enter the
billion-dollar, cutthroat toy industry. As Sloane gets closer to the truth, he trips a wire that leads to a shocking chain of
events that nearly destroys him. To get to the bottom of it all and ﬁnd justice for the families harmed, Sloane must
keep in check his overwhelming desire for revenge. Full of nail-bitingly tense action scenes as well as edge-of-yourseat courtroom drama, Bodily Harm ﬁnds Robert Dugoni at the very top of his game.

GERONIMO
THE MAN, HIS TIME, HIS PLACE
University of Oklahoma Press On September 5, 1886, the entire nation rejoiced as the news ﬂashed from the Southwest
that the Apache war leader Geronimo had surrendered to Brigadier General Nelson A. Miles. With Geronimo, at the
time of his surrender, were Chief Naiche (the son of the great Cochise), sixteen other warriors, fourteen women, and
six children. It had taken a force of 5,000 regular army troops and a series of false promises to "capture" the band. Yet
the surrender that day was not the end of the story of the Apaches associated with Geronimo. Besides his small band,
394 of his tribesmen, including his wife and children, were rounded up, loaded into railroad cars, and shipped to
Florida. For more than twenty years Geronimo’s people were kept in captivity at Fort Pickens, Florida; Mount Vernon
Barracks, Alabama; and ﬁnally Fort Sill, Oklahoma. They never gave up hope of returning to their mountain home in
Arizona and New Mexico, even as their numbers were reduced by starvation and disease and their children were taken
from them to be sent to the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BENNETTS
Penguin From #1 bestselling author Lisa Scottoline comes a pulse-pounding new novel. Your family has been attacked,
never again to be the same. Now you have to choose between law…and justice. Jason Bennett is a suburban dad who
owns a court-reporting business, but one night, his life takes a horriﬁc turn. He is driving his family home after his
daughter’s ﬁeld hockey game when a pickup truck begins tailgating them, on a dark stretch of road. Suddenly two men
jump from the pickup and pull guns on Jason, demanding the car. A horriﬁc ﬂash of violence changes his life forever.
Later that awful night, Jason and his family receive a visit from the FBI. The agents tell them that the carjackers were
members of a dangerous drug-traﬃcking organization—and now Jason and his family are in their crosshairs. The
agents advise the Bennetts to enter the witness protection program right away, and they have no choice but to agree.
But WITSEC was designed to protect criminal informants, not law-abiding families. Taken from all they know, trapped
in an unfamiliar life, the Bennetts begin to fall apart at the seams. Then Jason learns a shocking truth and realizes that
he has to take matters into his own hands. Sometimes justice is a one-man show.

WRONGFUL DEATH
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni tackles hot-button issues in this riveting legal
thriller featuring attorney David Sloane. When a widow asks Sloane to take her case against the military, Sloane knows
it's a lost cause but can't turn her down, even if it puts his own life--and the lives of his family--in dire jeopardy. Just
minutes after winning a $1.6 million wrongful-death verdict, attorney David Sloane confronts the one case that
threatens to blemish his unbeaten record in the courtroom. Beverly Ford wants Sloane to sue the United States
government and military in the mysterious death of her husband, James, a national guardsman killed in Iraq. While a
decades-old military doctrine might make Ford's case impossible to win, Sloane, a former soldier himself, is compelled
to ﬁnd justice for the widow and her four children in what is certain to become the biggest challenge of his career.
With little hard evidence to go on, Sloane calls on his friend, reclusive former CIA agent turned private investigator
Charles Jenkins, to track down the other men serving with Ford the night he died. Alarmingly, two of the four who
returned home alive didn't stay that way for long, and though the mission's wheelchairbound commander now works
for a civilian contractor, he refuses to talk. The ﬁnal -- and youngest -- soldier is also the most elusive, but he's their
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only shot at discovering the truth -- if Sloane and Jenkins can keep him alive long enough to tell it. Meanwhile, Sloane
isn't the only one on a manhunt. As he propels his case into a federal courtroom, those seeking to hide the truth
threaten Sloane's family, forcing his new wife Tina and stepson Jake into hiding, where they become the targets of a
relentless killer. Now Sloane must race to uncover what really happened on that fatal mission, not only to bring justice
to a family wronged but to keep himself and the people closest to him from becoming the next casualties....

THE LAST AGENT
Center Point Betrayed by his own country and tried for treason, former spy Charles Jenkins survived an undercover
Russian operation gone wrong. Exonerated, bitter, and safe, the retired family man is through with duplicitous spy
games. Then he learns of a woman isolated in Moscow's notorious Lefortovo Prison.

I WASN'T CRYING OVER YOU
A collection of short stories from the best selling author of Black Book of Poems.

THE CYANIDE CANARY
Free Press In this true story of a horriﬁc environmental crime, written by an EPA Special Agent, a brave young man
suﬀers severe brain damage after being pulled from a poison-saturated 25,000-gallon storage tank. of photos.

BE STILL AND KNOW (MORNING & EVENING DEVOTIONAL)
BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC In the busyness of life, we sometimes forget that we need God in every moment! Be still
for a while this morning and evening reﬂecting on God’s Word. Draw near to God conﬁdently, boldly making your
requests known. Be assured of his unwavering love for you. Unashamedly ask him for strength, joy, peace, and hope.
God loves to meet you wherever you are. Let him ﬁll you with everything you need for each new day.

BEFORE WE MET
A&C Black The most gripping marriage thriller since Gone Girl..

BLACK BOOK OF POEMS
Andrews McMeel Publishing Titled from lyrics of the song “Nobody Home” by Pink Floyd, this well-thought poetry
collection touches on the subjects of loss, love, pain, happiness, depression, abandonment, war, good vs. evil,
alcoholism, religion, and complicated family relationships. Written mostly in metered, rhyming stanzas, Black Book of
Poems provides a non-threatening platform for reﬂection and meditation on life’s most diﬃcult challenges. This
collection oﬀers a refreshingly honest approach to life and love that feels realistic and relatable to everyone.

THE FOX HUNT
A REFUGEE'S MEMOIR OF COMING TO AMERICA
HarperLuxe “Nail-bitingly suspenseful. ... Inspiring. ... Essential reading.” — Booklist, starred review The Fox Hunt tells
one young man’s unforgettable story of war, unlikely friendship, and his harrowing escape from Yemen's brutal civial
war with the help of a daring plan engineered on social media by a small group of interfaith activists in the West. Born
in the Old City of Sana’a, Yemen, to a pair of middle-class doctors, Mohammed Al Samawi was a devout Muslim raised
to think of Christians and Jews as his enemy. But when Mohammed was twenty-three, he secretly received a copy of
the Bible, and what he read cast doubt on everything he’d previously believed. After connecting with Jews and
Christians on social media, and at various international interfaith conferences, Mohammed became an activist, making
it his mission to promote dialogue and cooperation in Yemen. Then came the death threats: ﬁrst on Facebook, then
through terrifying anonymous phone calls. To protect himself and his family, Mohammed ﬂed to the southern port city
of Aden. He had no way of knowing that Aden was about to become the heart of a north-south civil war, and the
battleground for a well-funded proxy war between Iran and Saudi Arabia. As gunﬁre and grenades exploded
throughout the city, Mohammed hid in the bathroom of his apartment and desperately appealed to his contacts on
Facebook. Miraculously, a handful of people he barely knew responded. Over thirteen days, four ordinary young people
with zero experience in diplomacy or military exﬁltration worked across six technology platforms and ten time zones to
save this innocent young man trapped between deadly forces— rebel ﬁghters from the north and Al Qaeda operatives
from the south. The story of an improbable escape as riveting as the best page-turning thrillers, The Fox Hunt reminds
us that goodness and decency can triumph in the darkest circumstances.

ABANDONED
A NOVEL
Minotaur Books New York Times bestselling author Allison Brennan weaves the intimate, unputdownable story of an
investigator confronting the most important--and most dangerous--mystery of her career. Investigative reporter Max
Revere has cracked many cases, but the one investigation she's never attempted is the mystery from her own past.
Her mother abandoned her when she was nine, sending her periodic postcards, but never returning to reclaim her
daughter. Seven years after the postcards stop coming, Martha Revere is declared legally dead, with no sign of what
may have happened to her. Until now. With a single clue—that her mother’s car disappeared sixteen years ago in a
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small town on the Chesapeake Bay—Max drops everything to ﬁnally seek the truth. As Max investigates, and her
mother's story unfolds, she realizes that Martha teamed up with a con man. They traveled the world living oﬀ Martha’s
trust and money they conned from others. Though no one claims to know anything about Martha or her disappearance,
Max suspects more than one person is lying. When she learns the FBI has an active investigation into the con man,
Max knows she’s on the right path. But as Max digs into the dark secrets of this idyllic community, the only thing she
might ﬁnd is the same violent end as her mother.

ORION LOST
Nosy Crow After a catastrophic Unknown Event leaves the colony ship Orion stranded deep in space, it's up to thirteenyear-old Beth and her friends to navigate through treacherous and uncharted territory and reach safety. But a heavily
damaged ship, a mysterious alien species, space pirates, and an Artiﬁcial Intelligence which Beth suspects may be
lying to her mean that getting home has never been so diﬃcult. Hugely gripping, with incredible twists and a fastpaced, action-packed story, this is an unputdownable science ﬁction adventure - perfect for fans of Mortal Engines and
Star Wars.

A TWIST IN TIME: A NOVEL (KENDRA DONOVAN MYSTERIES)
Simon and Schuster When Kendra Donovan’s plan to return to the 21st century fails, leaving her stranded in 1815, the
Duke of Aldridge believes he knows the reason—she must save his nephew, who has been accused of brutally
murdering his ex-mistress. Former FBI agent Kendra Donovan’s attempts to return to the twenty-ﬁrst century have
failed, leaving her stuck at Aldridge Castle in 1815. And her problems have just begun: in London, the Duke of
Aldridge’s nephew Alec—Kendra’s conﬁdante and lover—has come under suspicion for murdering his former mistress,
Lady Dover, who was found viciously stabbed with a stiletto, her face carved up in a bizarre and brutal way. Lady
Dover had plenty of secrets, and her past wasn’t quite what she’d made it out to be. Nor is it entirely in the
past—which becomes frighteningly clear when a crime lord emerges from London’s seamy underbelly to threaten Alec.
Joining forces with Bow Street Runner Sam Kelly, Kendra must navigate the treacherous nineteenth century while she
picks through the strands of Lady Dover’s life. As the noose tightens around Alec’s neck, Kendra will do anything to
save him, including following every twist and turn through London’s glittering ballrooms, where deception is the
norm—and any attempt to uncover the truth will get someone killed.

WARRIOR
AUDREY HEPBURN
Paladin Communications "UNICEF thought that with my mother they would get a pretty princess to show up at galas.
What they really got was a badass soldier." – Luca Dotti, Audrey Hepburn's son. Warrior: Audrey Hepburn completes
the story arc of Robert Matzen's Dutch Girl: Audrey Hepburn and World War II. Hepburn's experiences in wartime,
including the murder of family members, her survival through combat and starvation conditions, and work on behalf of
the Dutch Resistance, gave her the determination to become a humanitarian for UNICEF and the fearlessness to charge
into war-torn countries in the Third World on behalf of children and their mothers in desperate need. She set the
standard for celebrity humanitarians and--according to her son Luca Dotti--ultimately gave her life for the causes she
espoused.

SHADOW TARGET
Penguin Being a CIA ﬁeld agent is a dangerous job at the best of times, but lately the death rate has soared. Agents are
dying under mysterious circumstances. Jake Keller is the latest almost victim. When his small plane crashes in the
Alps, he is the only survivor. Soon, a rescue helicopter arrives, but the men inside are not there to save anyone. They
are there to complete the murderous job they started. Jake is determined to ﬁnd the killers, but they are just as
determined to get their hands on him. Print run 45,000.

IT CAN'T BE YOU
Pustak Mahal It can't be you.. When Colonel Belliappa, Indian Army (Retd), a highly decorated war hero is found dying
one night frothing at the mouth in anguish, there is no one else at home. Other than his immediate family. His wife, his
daughter and his son. Did he, who killed so many, kill himself to bury something dreadful from his past? Or, was he
killed? His death sets the clock back to his life as a career oﬃcer in the Indian Army. He ﬁghts with great valour in the
1971 war against Pakistan which leaves him physically and psychologically scarred for life. Years later, his aggression
and maniacal bravery leads to a secret assignment. He is handpicked to command a crack team of Indian Army snipers
as an irregular force to ﬁght intruders and militants in the Kashmir Valley from 1989. Today, he is a partner in a
ﬂourishing and successful armaments ﬁrm. The Colonel ﬁnds himself in a series of conﬂicts with his family, amongst
others. Standing to gain from his death, they plan to kill him for their own reasons, quite unknown to each other. Do
Colonel Belliappa and his family pay the ultimate price? For the spiral of vengeance he himself triggered some decades
ago.

UNDER A GILDED MOON
Lake Union Publishing "Crawdads meets the Crawleys...Threaded through with a meticulously researched, well-crafted
mystery, this is historical ﬁction at its best." --Fiona Davis, nationally bestselling author of The Lions of Fifth Avenue
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From the bestselling author of A Tangled Mercy comes an enthralling novel of secrets, a tumultuous war of ideas, and
murder as classes collide in the shadow of Biltmore House. Biltmore House, a palatial mansion being built by the
Vanderbilts, American "royalty," is in its ﬁnal stages of construction in North Carolina. The country's grandest example
of privilege, it symbolizes the aspirations of its owner and the dreams of a girl, just as driven, who lives in its shadow.
Kerry MacGregor's future is derailed when, after two years in college in New York City, family obligations call her home
to the beautiful Appalachians. She is determined to distance herself from the opulence she sees rising in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, however close its reach. Her family's land is among the last pieces required to complete the Biltmore
Estate. But something more powerful than an ambitious Vanderbilt heir could change Kerry's fate as, one by one, more
outsiders descend on the changing landscape--a fugitive from Sicily, a reporter chasing a groundbreaking story, a
debutante tainted by scandal, and a conservationist prepared to put anyone at risk to stoke the resentment of the
locals. As Kerry ﬁnds herself caught in a war between wealth and poverty, innocence and corruption, she must
navigate not only her own pride and desperation to survive but also the temptations of fortune and the men who
control it.

ODD PARTNERS
AN ANTHOLOGY
Ballantine Books Unlikely pairs join forces to crack a slew of intriguing cases in an anthology edited by New York Times
bestselling author Anne Perry, featuring original stories by Jacqueline Winspear, Jeﬀery Deaver, Allison Brennan,
Charles Todd, and many more, including Perry herself. Throughout the annals of ﬁction, there have been many
celebrated detective teams: Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. Nick and Nora Charles. Hercule Poirot and Arthur
Hastings. Thomas and Charlotte Pitt. That last pair is the creation of beloved mystery writer Anne Perry, who, as the
editor of Odd Partners and in conjunction with Mystery Writers of America, has enlisted some of today’s best mystery
writers to craft all-new stories about unlikely duos who join forces—sometimes unwillingly—to solve beguiling
whodunits. From Perry’s own entry, in which an English sergeant and his German counterpart set out to ﬁnd a missing
soldier during World War I, to a psychological tale of an airplane passenger who wakes up unsure of who he is and
must enlist his fellow passengers to help him remember, to a historical mystery about a misguided witch-hunt and the
unlikely couple that brings it down, each story deals in the wonderful complexities of human interactions. And not just
human interactions: Honey bees avenge the death of their beekeeper, a wandering cat brings home clues to a murder,
and a gray wolf and a ﬂy ﬁsherman in the Minnesota woods try to protect their land from a brash billionaire. Featuring
work by New York Times bestselling authors, Edgar Award winners, and up-and-coming members of the Mystery
Writers of America, these tales of friends, enemies, and pairs who lie somewhere in the middle will satisfy every type
of mystery reader. With each author’s signature brand of suspense, these stories give new meaning to the word
“teamwork.” Featuring stories by: Ace Atkins • Allison Brennan • Shelley Costa • Jeﬀery Deaver • Robert Dugoni •
William Frank • Georgia Jeﬀries • Lou Kemp • William Kent Krueger • Joe R. Lansdale • Lisa Morton • Claire Ortalda •
Anne Perry • Adele Polomski • Stephen Ross • Mark Thielman • Charles Todd • Jacqueline Winspear • Amanda Witt

GONE TO DARKNESS
Thomas & Mercer

THE LAST SISTER
Montlake Romance Three sisters' secrets collide in a shocking novel of suspense by the Wall Street Journal and Amazon
Charts bestselling author of the Mercy Kilpatrick series. Twenty years ago Emily Mills's father was murdered, and she
found his body hanging in the backyard. Her younger sister, Madison, claims she was asleep in her room. Her older
sister, Tara, claims she was out with friends. The tragedy drove their mother to suicide and Tara to leave town forever.
The killer was caught. The case closed. Ever since, Emily and Madison have tried to forget what happened that night-until an eerily similar murder brings it all back. It also brings FBI special agent Zander Wells to the Oregon logging
town. As eager as he is to solve the brutal double slaying, he is just as intrigued with the mystery of Emily's and her
sisters' past. When more blood is shed, Zander suspects there's a secret buried in this town no one wants unearthed.
Is it something Emily and Madison don't know? Or aren't telling? And Tara? Maybe Emily can't bear to ﬁnd her. Because
when Tara disappeared, she took a secret of her own with her.

BLOOD ON THE TRACKS
A young woman is found brutally murdered, and the main suspect is the victim's ﬁancé, a hideously scarred Iraq War
vet known as the Burned Man. But railroad police Special Agent Sydney Rose Parnell, brought in by the Denver Major
Crimes unit to help investigate, can't shake the feeling that larger forces are behind this apparent crime of passion. In
the depths of an icy winter, Parnell and her K9 partner, Clyde, both haunted by their time in Iraq, descend into the
underground world of a savage gang of rail riders. There, they uncover a wide-reaching conspiracy and a series of
shocking crimes. Crimes that threaten everything Parnell holds dear. As the search for the truth puts her directly in
the path of the killer, Parnell must struggle with a deadly question: Can she ﬁght monsters without becoming one
herself?

WHITE OUT
Thomas & Mercer From the bestselling author of the Annabelle Schwartzman series comes a chilling story of a woman
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with a forgotten past and a town with dark secrets. After surviving a car accident on an icy road in Hagen, North
Dakota, Lily Baker regains consciousness with no idea where or who she is. Scattered Bible verses and the image of a
man lying in a pool of blood haunt her memory. The same night of the accident, a young woman is murdered and
tossed in a dumpster. Kylie Milliard, Hagen's only detective, doesn't immediately recognize the victim, but Kylie soon
discovers that Lily and the dead woman share a dark past...if only Lily could remember what it was. Lily and Kylie both
want answers. But Kylie has to play by the book. Lily has to play it safe. And the more Lily learns about her identity,
the more she fears the truth.

THE CLUE OF THE LEFT-HANDED ENVELOPE
Simon and Schuster With the help of their third-grade teacher and classmates, Noelle and Todd discover who sent an
anonymous letter to Amber Lee.
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